COMMERCIAL PROJECTS:

SITE REVIEW APPLICATION FINAL
56 ADAMS AVE - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
EVANSVILLE BREWHOUSE, LLC
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP - MICROBREWERY
JACK STRASSWEG (812) 434-2205

SITE REVIEW APPLICATION FINAL
4601 THEATER DR - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
EVANSVILLE TEACHERS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
ETFCU OPERATION CENTER - REMODEL OF EXISTING BLDG & ADDITION
JEFF JUSTICE (812) 422-4187 JJUSTICE@HAFERDESIGN.COM

SITE REVIEW APPLICATION FINAL
1300 FAIRFIELD DR - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
UNKNOWN BUSINESS
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP; IMPROVEMENTS TO SKATING RINK
MORLEY; JAMES MORLEY (812) 464-9585 JIM@MORLEYCORP.COM

SITE REVIEW APPLICATION FINAL
1200 WATERWORKS RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
CITY OF EVANSVILLE INDIANA WATER AND SEWER
REVISED SITE PLANS
EMILY WEHMEYER(317)500-4215 EWEHMEYER@DONOHUE-ASSOCIATES.COM

SITE REVIEW APPLICATION FINAL
3305 N GREEN RIVER RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
KABOB XPRESS LLC
CHANGE OF BUSINESS; RESTAURANT TO RESTAURANT
ANDY SPURLING (812) 474-1000 ANDY@SPURLINGPROPERTIES.COM

SITE REVIEW APPLICATION FINAL
1003 N MAIN ST - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
GETHSEMANE TEMPLE INC
NEW ENCLOSED ENTRANCE
GETHSEMANE TEMPLE (812) 422-1902

SUBDIVISIONS:

NO FILINGS